A recent time-of-flight (TOF) expansion experiment with polarized fermionic erbium atoms measured a Fermi surface deformation from a sphere to an ellipsoid due to dipole-dipole interaction, thus confirming previous theoretical predictions. Here we perform a systematic study of the ground-state properties and TOF dynamics for trapped dipolar Fermi gases from the collisionless to the hydrodynamic regime at zero temperature. To this end we solve analytically the underlying BoltzmannVlasov equation within the relaxation-time approximation in the vicinity of equilibrium by using a suitable rescaling of the equilibrium distribution. The resulting ordinary differential equations for the respective scaling parameters are then solved numerically for experimentally realistic parameters and relaxation times that correspond to the collisionless, collisional, and hydrodynamic regime. The equations for the collisional regime are first solved in the approximation of a fixed relaxation time, and then this approach is extended to include a self-consistent determination of the relaxation time. The presented analytical and numerical results are relevant for a detailed quantitative understanding of ongoing experiments and the design of future experiments with ultracold fermionic dipolar atoms and molecules. In particular, the obtained results are relevant for systems with strong dipole-dipole interaction, which turn out to affect significantly the aspect ratios during the TOF expansion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic and molecular ultracold gases offer many advantages for studying quantum phenomena, especially within the realm of many-body physics, due to the high degree of tunability of inter-atomic interactions [1, 2] . In particular, dipolar quantum gases of atoms and molecules have received much attention in recent years, as the anisotropic and long-range nature of the magnetic or electric dipole-dipole interaction (DDI) gives rise to a rich spectrum of novel properties in such systems [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Such systems include those made up of ultracold atoms, as well as those consisting of heteronuclear molecules with large dipole-dipole interactions. Furthermore, in the recent theoretical and experimental research [16] a novel kind of strongly dipolar quantum gas was introduced. These are weakly bound polar molecules produced from atoms with large magnetic dipole moments, such as erbium and other lanthanides. These molecules can have a very large magnetic moment, which amounts to twice that of its individual atoms [17] .
In 2005 an anisotropic deformation of the expanding dipolar bosonic chromium condensate due to DDI was observed [18] . In the recent experiment [19] , also the Rosensweig instability was detected in a 164 Dy Bose- * vladimir.veljic@ipb.ac.rs † antun.balaz@ipb.ac.rs ‡ axel.pelster@physik.uni-kl. de Einstein condensate, which represents a quantum ferrofluid due to the large atomic magnetic dipole moments. Namely, after a sudden decrease of the scattering length, the dipolar quantum gas creates self-ordered surface structures in form of droplet crystals, which can only be understood by taking into account DDI [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and the corresponding quantum fluctuations [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
For dipolar Fermi gases it was predicted that the long-range and anisotropic DDI leads in equilibrium to an anisotropic deformation of the Fermi surface from a sphere to an ellipsoid [38] . A recent time-of-flight (TOF) expansion experiment has now unambiguously detected such an ellipsoidal Fermi surface (FS) deformation in a dipolar quantum gas of fermionic erbium atoms, which turns out to be of the order of a few percent [39] . Within the Hartree-Fock mean-field theory for a many-body system, first-order contributions of DDI to the total energy of the system taken into account are in terms of both the Hartree direct interaction and the Fock exchange interaction [38, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . In the case of a Fermi gas with isotropic interaction, the Hartree and the Fock interactions cancel out [38] , thus leading to a spherically symmetric FS. But in the case of a Fermi gas with anisotropic DDI the Hartree term gives rise to a distortion in real space [47] , whereas the Fock term gives rise to a distortion in momentum space, i.e., to an ellipsoidal deformation of the Fermi sphere. Note in this context that the Fock exchange term in dipolar Fermi gases is the consequence of a combined effect of the DDI and the Pauli exclusion principle. In the current experimentally relevant range of dipolar interactions the theory beyond Hartree-Fock, where the total energy is determined up to second-order in the DDI, yields only small differences, which cannot yet be resolved experimentally. Thus, the Hartree-Fock mean-field approximation yields already quantitatively accurate results for present-day experiments [48] [49] [50] .
The investigations of collective oscillations and TOF dynamics of dipolar Fermi gases have so far focused on either the collisionless (CL) regime [40] [41] [42] , where collisions can be neglected, or on the hydrodynamic (HD) regime [44, 45] , where collisions occur so often that local equilibrium can be assumed. The recent paper of Wächtler et al. [46] studied even the behavior of collective oscillations when the system undergoes a crossover from one regime to the other.
Motivated by the experimental observation of the ellipsoidal FS deformation in the TOF experiment [39] , we continue here the analytical analysis along the lines of reference [46] and investigate in detail the expansion dynamics for the collisional regime, which represents the transition zone between the limiting CL and HD regimes. We also extend previous approaches based on the relaxationtime approximation by introducing a self-consistently determined relaxation time, and study how this quantitatively affects the TOF dynamics.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we introduce our notation and summarize recent experiments on atomic and molecular dipolar Fermi gases. In Sec. III we analyze the global equilibrium of the system by minimizing the Hartree-Fock total energy in order to obtain the Thomas-Fermi radii and momenta. Afterwards, in order to study the dynamics, in Sec. IV we follow reference [46] and introduce the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation for dipolar Fermi gases as well as an approximative solution, which is based on a suitable rescaling ansatz for the equilibrium Wigner function. In Sec. V we study in detail the TOF expansion dynamics of an initially trapped Fermi gas. To this end we present our analytical and numerical results of the TOF analysis all the way from the collisionless to the hydrodynamic regime and reveal how the expanding cloud bears the signature of the underlying DDI. Finally, Sec. VI gathers our concluding remarks and gives an outlook for future research.
II. ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR DIPOLAR FERMI GASES
We consider a trapped ultracold quantum degenerate dipolar gas of single-component fermions of mass M and magnetic dipole moment m or electric dipole moment d at zero temperature. The system is then described by the second-quantized Hamiltonian
Schematic illustration of the geometry in the Innsbruck experiment with 167 Er [39] . Axes x, y, z correspond to trap axes, while the orientation of the magnetic field B and the atomic dipoles is determined by spherical coordinates β and γ. Earth's gravitational field is parallel to z axis, while imaging axis is denoted by y ′ , lies in the xy plane, and forms an angle α with y axis.
Since the Pauli exclusion principle inhibits contact interaction, the long-range DDI between the polarized fermionic point dipoles is dominant. It is described by
where r denotes the relative position between the dipoles, ϑ stands for the angle between r and the polarization axis of the dipoles, and C dd represents the dipolar interaction strength, which depends on the nature of the dipoles. Namely, for electric dipoles it is defined as C Due to the anisotropy in the dipolar interaction potential (2), dipolar Fermi gases tend to be stretched along the polarization direction, since this leads to a lower total energy. Here we consider the parameters of a recent Innsbruck experiment [39] performed with the fermionic erbium atoms 167 Er in the collisionless regime, which are confined into a three-dimensional optical dipole trap with frequencies (ω x , ω y , ω z ) = (579, 91, 611) × 2π Hz. It contained N = 7 · 10 4 atoms at a temperature T of 0.18 T F , with the Fermi temperature being T F = 1.1 µK. The underlying geometry of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 1 . Gravity is oriented along the z direction. The atomic cloud is imaged along the y ′ axis, which forms an angle α = 28
• with respect to the y axis. The magnetic field B forms an angle β with the z axis and lies in the x ′′ z gas 53 Cr [51] 167 Er [52] 161 Dy [53] plane, which is rotated for an angle γ = 14
• with respect to the xz plane. In the following we restrict ourselves to the general geometry of the anisotropic trap, where the dipoles are oriented in the direction of one of the trap axis, which reflects the experimental situation at the two limiting cases β = 0
• and β = 90
• . Previous theoretical works have predicted that the degree of deformation of the FS depends on the Fermi energy and the strength of the dipole moment [38, [44] [45] [46] , therefore we use a relative interaction strength of the DDI when comparing its effect on different species of ultracold Fermi gases. The relative interaction strength is given by
whereω = (ω x ω y ω z ) 1/3 denotes the geometric mean of the trap frequencies.
The available dipolar Fermi gases in current ultracold experiments are listed in Table I , together with the maximal values of their dipole moments and relative interaction strengths, considering the trap parameters and particle number given above. The first quantum degenerate Fermi gas of the strongly magnetic atoms of dysprosium was produced in 2012 [53] . Later on, a degenerate Fermi gas of erbium atoms [52] and molecules [16] was also realized. A dipolar Fermi sea of degenerate 53 Cr, together with a BEC of 52 Cr was produced in 2015 [51] . Few years ago a molecular dipolar gas of 40 K 87 Rb was realized using a single step of STIRAP [56] (stimulated Raman adiabatic passage) with two-frequency laser irradiation [55] , and with the same technique a new ultracold dipolar gas of fermionic molecules of 23 Na 40 K was created in a recent experiment [54, 57] . The same technique can be also used for thermal [58] and ultracold dipolar Bose gases [59] of heteronuclear molecules.
We will consider the experimentally available range of relative strengths of the DDI and atom or molecule species given in Table I in the following sections. Therefore, the presented results are directly applicable to current and future experiments.
III. GLOBAL EQUILIBRIUM
A quantum many-body system can be described in terms of a Wigner function ν = ν(r, k, t), as it represents the Wigner-Weyl transform of the density matrix of the system and is equivalent to a quantum-mechanical wave function [60] . The Wigner function is a quasiprobability distribution function, and integrating it over the space or the momentum variables leads to the respective probability distribution functions. The quantum-mechanical expectation values of observables [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] can be obtained as their phase-space averages, weighted by the Wigner function.
Considering a trapped ultracold dipolar Fermi gas, the equilibrium distribution function in the phase space will rapidly decrease to zero outside a certain closed surface, due to a combined effect of the Pauli exclusion principle, which is responsible for a formation of the FS in the momentum space, and the trapping in real space. Therefore, in order to model the global equilibrium distribution of the dipolar Fermi gas we use an ansatz for the semiclassical Wigner function, which resembles the form of the Wigner-transformed Fermi-Dirac distribution of a noninteracting Fermi gas. Note that the temperature of the dipolar Fermi gas in the experiment [39] is that low that thermal fluctuations are expected to be of the order of (T /T F ) 2 ≈ 3% due to the Sommerfeld expansion. This justifies to use for the Wigner-transformed Fermi-Dirac distribution of a noninteracting Fermi gas the zero-temperature approximation:
Here Θ is the Heaviside step function. The variational parameters R i and K i represent the Thomas-Fermi (TF) radius and the Fermi momentum in the i-th direction, respectively, and describe the extension of the equilibrium Fermi surface in both coordinate and momentum space. With this ansatz, the normalization of the distribution ν 0 (r, k) to N fermions leads to the condition
denote the geometric means of the respective TF radii and momenta. The total energy of the system in the HartreeFock approximation for dipoles oriented along z axis, i.e., β = 0
• is given by
Note that Eqs. (7)-(9) are linearly dependent, and due to the symmetry of the anisotropy function f (x, y) = f (y, x) can be reduced to two independent equations [44] [45] [46] ,
where f s (x) ≡ f (x, x) denotes the diagonal part of the anisotropy function. This implies that the momentum distribution of a dipolar Fermi gas in global equilibrium remains cylindrically symmetric despite a general triaxial harmonic confinement [44, 45] . Due to the anisotropy of the dipolar interaction potential, dipolar quantum gases tend to be stretched along the polarization direction, i.e., the direction of an external magnetic or electric field, since this leads to a lower total energy. We note that this is valid not only for fermions, but for bosons as well [18, 26, 27] . Equations (10)- (14), together with Eq. (5), represent a closed set of six algebraic equations, which fix all variational parameters R i and K i in global equilibrium. For weak enough interactions, a local minimum might exist to which the system would return after a small perturbation. The regions of system parameters satisfying this property are called stable and the mathematical criterion behind this classification is given by positive eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the energy functional [45] . Figure 2 depicts aspect ratios of stable solutions, i.e., the deformation of the Fermi surface in real and momentum space in global equilibrium for the dipolar Fermi gases given in Table II . These results are obtained for the dipoles oriented in the direction of the z axis, i.e., for the angle β = 0
• (see Fig. 1 ). For the limiting case of a noninteracting Fermi gas we know that the aspect ratios in real space are R x /R z = ω z /ω x and R y /R z = ω z /ω y , while in momentum space the Fermi surface becomes the Fermi sphere and therefore we have K x /K z = 1.
Red vertical lines in Fig. 2 represent a critical value of the relative interaction strength ǫ crit dd ≈ 2.52 for the considered trap geometry. Namely, for ǫ dd > ǫ crit dd stable stationary solutions for Eqs. (10)- (14), together with Eq. (5), do not exist [45, 66] for system parameters from the Innsbruck experiment [39] . Note that the value of ǫ crit dd does not depend on the mass of the species and is universal for a given trap geometry, as can be shown by rewriting Eqs. (10)- (14) in the dimensionless form.
From Table I we see that electric dipolar molecules TABLE II. Dipole moments (m for species with a magnetic dipole and d for species with an electric dipole) and relative interaction strengths of fermionic atoms and molecules to be used throughout the paper, calculated using the trap parameters and particle number given in the text.
23 Na 40 K and 40 K 87 Rb with the largest values of relative dipolar interaction strength ǫ dd are unstable for the considered system parameters if their maximal values of electric dipole moments are used, since in both cases ǫ dd > ǫ crit dd . However, by using an external electric field, their dipole moments can be tuned to smaller values, and therefore we will consider the case of 40 K 87 Rb with the value of electric dipole moment tuned down to d = 0.2 D [67] , for which one obtains ǫ dd = 0.97 < ǫ crit dd . Table II gives the corresponding parameters of the five atomic and molecular dipolar species we will consider in the rest of this paper.
In Fig. 2 corresponding aspect ratios for the noninteracting case are shown as black up-pointing triangles in comparison with aspect ratios for interacting Fermi gases. For atomic gases of 53 Cr, 167 Er, and 161 Dy the DDI is not that strong, and their aspect ratios in momentum space deviate less than 5% from unity, see Fig. 2 
(c). Actually, for
53 Cr (gray down-pointing triangles) the aspect ratio in momentum space is just 1% smaller than 1, which is quite challenging to be observable in an experiment. Nevertheless, for 167 Er (red circles) the aspect ratio in momentum space turns out to be about 3% less than 1 and has already been experimentally observed in reference [39] , meaning that the 5% deformation for 161 Dy (blue diamonds) should also be observable. For the considered parameters for 40 K 87 Rb (purple squares) with ǫ dd = 0.97 we obtain even larger value of the FS deformation of about 15%. Furthermore, a molecule of 168 Er 167 Er (green stars) with ǫ dd = 1.76 would yield a FS deformation of nearly 25%. Note that the critical value ǫ crit dd strongly depends on the trap geometry, as can be seen in Fig. 3 , where we show its dependence on the frequency ω x for fixed values (ω y , ω z ) = (91, 611) × 2π Hz from the Innsbruck experiment [39] . For the corresponding experimental value ω x = 579 × 2π Hz we obtain ǫ crit dd ≈ 2.52 (blue cross), the same value that can be deduced from Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 we also show relative dipolar interaction strength Table I . Note that the relative interaction strengths also depend on the trap geometry according to Eq. (3). As already pointed out, for the cigar-shaped trap geometry of the Innsbruck experiment [39] both molecular species turn out to be unstable. However, for the pancake-shaped trap with sufficiently small value of the frequency ω x , i.e., ω x < 210 × 2π Hz for 23 Na 40 K and ω x < 155 × 2π Hz for 40 K 87 Rb, both species can be made stable even if their maximal electric dipole moments are used.
IV. SCALING ANSATZ FOR THE BOLTZMANN-VLASOV EQUATION
The dynamics of a trapped ultracold dipolar degenerate Fermi gas can be described in terms of the BotzmannVlasov (BV) equation, which was previously prominently used in the realm of nuclear [68, 69] and plasma [70, 71] physics. It was already used to study the TOF dynamics of ultracold fermions with the contact interaction [72, 73] , as well as their collective modes [74, 75] . The BV equation determines the time evolution of the Wigner function ν [46] and for a dipolar Fermi gas it reads:
Here
denotes the mean-field potential, which includes external trap potential, as well as the respective Hartree and Fock terms, where V int (r) represents the DDI potential (2) andṼ int (k) its Fourier transform. Note that this Hartree-Fock dynamic meanfield description is self-consistent and is of the first order in the interaction potential. On the right-hand side of Eq. (15) we have the collision integral I coll [ν](r, k, t) which is of second order of the interaction potential and describes collisions between two particles [76] . Instead of using a full expression for the collision integral, which would require a detailed modeling of scattering processes between atoms or molecules, we apply here the relaxation-time approximation [1, 77] in the form
Here τ denotes the relaxation time, which is related to the average time between collisions, and ν le stands for the distribution function corresponding to local equilibrium. The physical idea is that the particles interact via collisions and exchange energy and momentum, which eventually leads to a relaxation of the system into a local equilibrium state in which the collisions will no longer change the distribution function. In contrast to that, the local velocity field or the density can still be spatially dependent. The local thermodynamical equilibrium of a dipolar Fermi gas is defined by I coll [ν le ] = 0. If the time-dependent distribution function ν(r, k, t) is close to the global equilibrium ν 0 (r, k), it can be approximately expressed by a suitable rescaling of the equilibrium distribution [77] :
with the rescaled variables defined by
and
where b i (t) and θ i (t) are time-dependent dimensionless scaling parameters. The normalization factor Γ(t) is given by [77] Γ(t)
The second term in the bracket of Eq. (19) is proportional to the local velocity. Namely, taking the derivative with respect to time in Eq. (18) we getṘ i (r, t) 42, 78] . Subtracting the drift velocityḃ i (t)r i /b i (t) in the ansatz (19) it is ensured that the momentum K(r, k, t) is not affected by the time dependence of the ansatz for R(r, t).
The time dependence of the distribution function is governed by the scaling parameters b i (t) and θ i (t), which denote the time-dependent deformations of the spatial and momentum variables, respectively. Inserting the above ansatz into the Boltzmann-Vlasov Eq. (15) one obtains coupled ordinary differential equations of motion for the respective scaling parameters [46] :
Note that in the case of the global equilibrium the three Eqs. (21) with the initial conditions b i (0) = θ i (0) = 1 andḃ i (0) =θ i (0) = 0 at t = 0 reduce to Eqs. (10)- (12), as expected. Also, we remark that the initial conditions correspond to ν(r, k, t = 0) ≡ ν 0 (r, k).
V. TIME-OF-FLIGHT EXPANSION
The most ubiquitous method to study the physics of trapped ultracold gases is their absorption imaging after the release of the atomic or molecular cloud from the trap. Turning off the trap potential allows the ultracold gas cloud to expand for tens of milliseconds and an absorption image is taken afterwards, when the cloud is large enough for the image to be recorded by a CCD camera. This technique, known as the TOF imaging, is one of the most important probes of ultracold quantum systems and TOF expansion experiments are a key diagnostic tool to study their properties. From the size of the expanded cloud and the known time of flight one can directly obtain, for instance, the Fermi energy for a non-interacting degenerate Fermi gas. In the case of free ballistic expansion, which is generically applied to theoretically model TOF, the ellipsoidal FS deformation due to DDI is taken into account before TOF, while all interactions between atoms during TOF are neglected. In contrast to that, a nonballistic expansion model takes into account interactions for calculating both global equilibrium before TOF and the subsequent expansion. In this section we show how quantitative information about the ellipsoidal FS deformation relevant for the current experiments can be determined from solving the BV equation for a TOF expansion of the dipolar Fermi gas.
Bearing in mind that the trap potential is turned off during TOF, Eqs. (21) and (22) can be used to describe the TOF dynamics if we remove the terms ω 2 i b i which stem from the harmonic trap potential. Within this formalism, the average sizes of the Fermi gas cloud in real space are given by (see Appendix A for more details)
The deformation of the cloud shape is described in terms of the cloud aspect ratio A R (t), which is defined by the ratio of the root mean square of the transverse and longitudinal cloud radii, i.e., the average sizes of the cloud in vertical r 2 v and horizontal r 2 h direction in the imaging plane. Since the imaging axis in the Innsbruck experiment [39] has an angle of α = 28
• with respect to the y axis, according to Eq. (A6) from Appendix A this leads to
This aspect ratio in real space A R (t) represents a directly measurable quantity in the TOF dynamics experiments. In order to describe the influence of DDI on the FS we also use a corresponding aspect ratio in momentum space. In analogy to A R (t), the average sizes of the Fermi gas cloud in momentum space read (see Appendix B for more details)
and the corresponding aspect ratio in momentum space is given by
The relaxation time τ in Eq. (22) determines the regime of the dipolar Fermi gas and, therefore, by solving the appropriate equations for varying values of τ , we are able to describe dynamic properties of the Fermi gas all the way from the collisionless (ωτ ≫ 1) to the hydrodynamic (ωτ ≪ 1) regime. Here, as before,ω represents the geometric mean of the trap frequencies. In Sec. V A we will study the collisionless regime, in Sec. V B the hydrodynamic regime, while in Sec. V C we will investigate the system behavior in the intermediate, collisional regime. In Sec. V D we will improve the relaxation-time approximation in the collisional regime even further by determining the relaxation time in a self-consistent way.
A. Collisionless regime
The value of the relaxation time τ determines the regime of the Fermi gas during the expansion. In the lowdensity or collisionless regime, which is determined by the conditionωτ ≫ 1, the relaxation time τ can be taken to be infinite. In the limit τ → ∞ the differential Eqs. (22) for the scaling parameters θ i decouple and the dynamic behavior in each direction is independent from the others. Due to this, Eqs. (22) can be solved analytically. With the respective initial conditions
−2 . Inserting this solution in Eqs. (21) for the scaling parameters b i (t) yields the equations of motion in the collisionless regime [40] [41] [42] . We numerically solve them for a general system geometry, where the trap frequencies in the three directions are different and correspond to the values of the Innsbruck experiment [39] , and the magnetic field is oriented either in z direction (β = 0
• ) or in x direction (β = 90
• ). Although at β = 90
• the dipoles' orientation forms an angle of γ = 14
• (see Fig. 1 ) with respect to the x axis, we assume for simplicity in our calculations that the dipoles are parallel to the x axis.
Graphs in the left-hand side column of Fig. 4 show aspect ratios r 2 x / r 2 z , r 2 y / r 2 z , as well the cloud aspect ratio A R in real space during TOF in the collisionless regime. The black dotted line in the middle corresponds to the case of a noninteracting Fermi gas, i.e., c 0 = 0, where the differential equations for the scaling parameters b i (t) can be solved analytically, yielding
denoting the global equilibrium radius and momentum in the i-th direction, respectively. These scaling parameters are solutions of Eqs. (10)- (14), together with Eq. (5), for the case of a noninteracting Fermi gas with
where E F = (6N ) 1/3 ω denotes the Fermi energy. All aspect ratios for a noninteracting Fermi gas in real space asymptotically approach one in the long TOF limit. This shows that a cloud of noninteracting fermions becomes spherical after a long enough expansion, reflecting its isotropic momentum distribution even in the triaxial harmonic trap. As DDI is absent here, the orientation of the magnetic or the electric field, i.e., of the dipole moments of atoms or molecules, has no influence on the FS deformation [79] . Graphs in the right-hand side column of Fig. 4 show the corresponding aspect ratios in momen-tum space. As expected, the black dotted line is constant and equal to one, as for the noninteracting fermions the FS is not deformed.
Furthermore, Fig. 4 also depicts the time dependence of the aspect ratios when the DDI is taken into account. Dashed lines correspond to the ballistic expansion, when DDI is assumed to affect the initial ground state, but not later during the expansion. Mathematically, this means that the ballistic expansion is also determined by Eq. (27) , but now with the parameters R i and K i instead of R 
Solid lines in Fig. 4 represent results for the nonballistic expansion, when we take DDI into account for calculating both the initial ground state and the subsequent expansion. To obtain these results, one has to solve numerically the coupled differential Eqs. (21) From Fig. 4 we see that the cloud aspect ratios in real space reach their corresponding plateaus after several tens of milliseconds. The asymptotic value of A R for β = 0
• for ballistic expansion is 1.025, whereas for nonballistic expansion it is 1.035, thus resulting in a 1% difference due to DDI. For β = 90
• the asymptotic value of A R for ballistic expansion is 0.98, while for nonballistic expansion it is 0.97, representing again a 1% difference. We also note that for β = 0
• the usual inversion of the cloud shape occurs, while for β = 90
• this is not the case. All these results are in excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental values reported in reference [39] .
Aspect ratios in momentum space behave similarly, and again a difference of around 0.5 − 1% between their asymptotic values in a ballistic and nonballistic expansion are observed. But one important difference is that here they are reached much faster, already after several milliseconds. A more detailed analysis reveals that the two terms in Eq. (25) compete with each other during TOF, but the second term becomes dominant quite fast. Although the corresponding term in Eq. (23) has the same asymptotic behavior, the initial value of A K is much closer to its asymptotic value than in the case of A R and, as a consequence, all aspect ratios in momentum space converge faster.
Note that the aspect ratio in momentum space at the initial time t = 0 coincides with the asymptotic aspect ratio in real space for ballistic expansion:
The ballistic expansion aspect ratio in momentum space at t = 0 can be calculated from Eq. (26) by using the initial conditions for the scaling parameters to yield
On the other hand, the asymptotic value of the ballistic expansion aspect ratio in real space can be obtained if we insert the approximate expressions for the long-time behavior of the scaling parameters b (29) into Eq. (24), which yields the same value as A bal K (0) in Eq. (31). This fact was used in reference [39] in order to observe the ellipsoidal deformation of the FS, as the real space aspect ratios can be readily measured during TOF. However, this is only correct within the ballistic approximation, as for the truly nonballistic expansion such a relationship is no longer valid.
But from Fig. 5 we read off that both for ballistic (dashed lines) and nonballistic (solid lines) expansion another relationship seems to hold. Namely the aspect ratios in momentum space and the corresponding aspect ratios in real space turn out to have the same asymptotic values:
The above is true for both considered orientations of dipoles, i.e., β = 0 • and β = 90
• . A similar conclusion was reached in reference [38] for a dipolar Fermi gas that was initially in a cylindrically symmetric harmonic trap, but we see here that this is true even for a fully anisotropic harmonic trapping potential. Note that this finding cannot be directly used to determine the aspect ratio in momentum space at t = 0 and the corresponding initial deformation of the FS, as for the ballistic expansion according to Eq. (30) . But this observation still allows to theoretically extract information on the momentum space distribution from experimental data. However, this requires that the corresponding equations are propagated backwards in time, so that the initial distribution in momentum space is calculated starting from the experimentally measured distribution in real space. Here the numerical challenge is that this backward propagation has to be calculated for an infinitely long expansion time.
B. Hydrodynamic regime
In contrast to the previously considered collisionless regime, where collisions are completely neglected, we now turn to the hydrodynamic regime, where the system is supposed to have such a high density and, therefore, such a high collision rate, that it is always in local equilibrium. Although realistic systems, even if initially in the hydrodynamic regime, eventually become collisionless during the expansion, we follow references [44, 45] and consider this theoretical limiting case for the sake of completeness.
In the hydrodynamic regime, the scaling parameters θ hd i always coincide with the local equilibrium values, i.e., we have θ hd i = θ le i . However, since the limit τ → 0 holds, the last term in the left-hand side of Eqs. (22) is undetermined. Therefore, instead of Eqs. (22), the hydrodynamic regime is defined via the condition [77] Γ hd (t)
Using this condition, minimizing the Hartree-Fock energy (6) in the local equilibrium leads to the equations [44, 45] 
Equations (21), together with the identifications b i (t) = b hd i (t) and θ i (t) = θ hd i (t), with Eqs. (34) and (35), and the normalization condition (33) represent a closed set of six equations for the six respective scaling parameters in the hydrodynamic regime. These equations are solved numerically during the nonballistic TOF expansion. For comparison, we have also solved the corresponding equations for the ballistic expansion, although the hydrodynamic regime implies that DDI cannot be neglected at any point. Figure 6 shows the corresponding aspect ratios in real and momentum space for 167 Er. As expected, we see that there is a significant difference between the ballistic and the nonballistic expansion, in contrast to the collisionless regime in Fig. 4 . From the graphs in the left column of Fig. 6 we observe that the real space aspect ratios for β = 0
• behave generally similar to those in the collisionless regime, including the cloud shape inversion, although the asymptotic values differ more from their initial values for nonballistic expansion. On the other hand, for β = 90
• we see a qualitatively different behavior in Fig. 6(a) , where the aspect ratio r 2 x / r 2 z increases, while in Fig. 4(a) it decreases. In Fig. 6 (c) for β = 90
• we read off that the aspect ratio A R even behaves nonmonotonously, with a local maximum at around 1 ms, while in the collisionless regime it only increases monotonously until it reaches its asymptotic value. However, again the inversion of the cloud shape is not present for β = 90
• , unlike for β = 0
• . We also note that the positions of ballistic expansion curves are reversed in all graphs compared to the collisionless regime, including those for momentum space aspect ratios.
The behavior of momentum space aspect ratios in the right column of Fig. 6 is generally the same as in Fig. 4 for the collisionless regime, just with larger differences between initial and asymptotic values, for both cases β = 0
• . The final cloud aspect ratio in real space for nonballistic expansion is twice as large as the corresponding collisionless value for β = 0
• , while for β = 90
• the asymptotic value of the aspect ratio is around 0.65, which amounts to a decrease of around 35% compared to the collisionless value. For the ballistic expansion, which 
Dashed lines represent ballistic expansion and solid lines represent nonballistic expansion. As indicated in graphs (a)-(d), the lower blue solid and the upper blue dashed line correspond to β = 0
• , while the upper red solid and the lower red dashed line correspond to β = 90
• . In graphs (e) and (f) the position of lines is reversed: the upper blue solid and the lower blue dashed line are for β = 0
• ; the lower red solid and the upper red dashed line are for β = 90
• .
we know to be unrealistic in the hydrodynamic regime, the corresponding increase and decrease amounts to both around 12%. Similar numbers are also obtained for the momentum space aspect ratio A K , as can be seen from the graphs on the right-hand side in Fig. 6 . Since the corresponding values in the collisionless regime are all close to one, the above percentages also apply here, and represent the results for the ellipsoidal deformation of the FS in the hydrodynamic regime.
The same conclusion can be also obtained from Fig. 7 , where we compare aspect ratios in real and momentum space. Furthermore, with these graphs we confirm that the asymptotic values of the aspect ratios A R and A K also coincide in the hydrodynamic regime for both cases β = 0
• and β = 90 • , as stated by Eq. (32) for the collisionless regime. If we compare the convergence of aspect ratios to their asymptotic values in Figs. 5 and 7, we see that in the hydrodynamic regime typical times to reach the plateau are similar in real and in momentum space, and have the value of several tens of milliseconds. This coincides with the corresponding convergence times for real space aspect ratios in the collisionless regime, where also a significant difference between the initial and the asymptotic value of aspect ratios occurred. Only in the case of momentum space aspect ratios in the collisionless regime, where the deformation of the FS is small during the whole expansion, asymptotic values can be reached faster, namely in just few milliseconds.
However, as already emphasized, even if initially in the hydrodynamic regime, the dipolar Fermi gas becomes more and more dilute during the TOF expansion, and the hydrodynamic regime continuously goes over into the collisional regime, and, finally, into the collisionless regime. Therefore, we model the collisional regime in the remainder of this section, since it is relevant for experiments where the density of the Fermi gas is high enough so that we can assume it is initially in the collisional or in the hydrodynamic regime.
C. Collisional regime with constant relaxation time
Here we start considering the collisional regime and assume that the relaxation-time approximation (16) can be applied. Furthermore, in this section we presume that the relaxation time τ remains constant during the TOF. The latter assumption is only valid for short times of flight, before the density of the gas decreases significantly. We will improve upon this approximation in Sec. V D, where the relaxation time is determined self-consistently.
However, provided that the relaxation time is constant, the TOF dynamics can be obtained by directly solving Eqs. (21) and (22) for a given value of τ . Note that the values of the scaling parameters θ le i in local equilibrium are obtained according to Sec. V B, i.e., they represent the solutions of the equations for the hydrodynamic regime θ hd i . The physical meaning of Eqs. (22) is that dissipation occurs when the system is outside of a local equilibrium as long as there are collisions, i.e., as long as the relaxation time τ remains finite. Effects of collisions are therefore described through Eqs. (22), whereas Eqs. (21) for the scaling parameters b i do not directly contain such terms. However, effects of collisions enter indirectly into Eqs. (21) through the scaling parameters θ i .
Here we numerically solve the coupled system of Eqs. (21) and (22) during the nonballistic expansion for a fixed value of the relaxation time τ . Varying the value of the relaxation time we are able to describe all regimes, from the collisionless, obtained in the limit τ → ∞, to the hydrodynamic, obtained in the limit τ → 0. In particular, although the approximation of a fixed relaxation time is not realistic for longer expansion times, it allows us to understand and describe in more detail different collisional regimes, for finite values of τ , when the system undergoes a crossover from one limiting regime to the other. in real and momentum space for the two limiting cases considered previously, the collisionless and the hydrodynamic regime, as well as for the collisional regime with the fixed relaxation times τ = 1/ω and τ = 5/ω, whereω represents a geometric mean of the trap frequencies. Depending on the respective geometry, asymptotic values of aspect ratios either decrease with increasing relaxation time, see Figs. 8(a) for β = 0
• , or vice versa, see Fig. 8 (b) for β = 90
• . We also read off from these figures that the corresponding asymptotic values of aspect ratios in real and momentum space in the collisional regime are again equal according to relation (32) .
Motivated by the experiment reported in reference [39] , in Fig. 9 we plot the aspect ratio in real space A R obtained after t = 10 ms TOF as a function of a fixed relaxation time τ for two different orientations of dipoles for the respective ultracold Fermi gases given in Table II . If the dipoles are oriented along z axis, i.e., Fig. 9(a) , the corresponding aspect ratios for any fixed value of the relaxation time τ increase monotonously with the relative dipolar interaction strength ǫ dd , while for the dipoles along x axis, i.e., Fig. 9(b) , the situation is opposite, as expected. Note that the corresponding curves for the noninteracting case ǫ dd = 0 would be quite close to those for 53 Cr, as can already be expected according to Fig. 2 .
Plots like those in Fig. 9 represent powerful diagnos- tic tools for estimating the relaxation time τ from experimentally measured values of aspect ratios A R for sufficiently short TOF, when the fixed relaxation-time approximation is still applicable. Furthermore, these graphs can be used for estimating the time scale t to approach the asymptotic values of the aspect ratios from experimentally available TOF expansion data. Provided that it turns out for a TOF t that the corresponding relaxation time τ satisfies the conditionωτ ≫ 1, one has already reached the collisionless regime. This means that for longer times t no further change of the aspect ratio is expected as one is already quite close to its asymptotic value.
D. Collisional regime with self-consistently determined relaxation time
Whereas in Sec. V C we assumed that the relaxation time is constant, now we model the TOF expansion of ultracold dipolar Fermi gases more realistically and take into account that the relaxation time is also timedependent. Namely, during TOF the gas rapidly expands, the distance between atoms grows, and as a consequence the relaxation time increases, thus eventually leading the system into the collisionless regime, even if initially it was in the hydrodynamic or in the collisional regime.
In order to quantify this physical notion, one would have to calculate the collision integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (15), which requires a detailed modeling of scattering processes in the system, i.e., the elastic collisions of fermionic atoms or molecules that arise purely from universal dipolar scattering. The standard approach for the case of a system close to local equilibrium is to use the relaxation-time approximation [1, 77] , which is given by Eq. (16) . In Ref. [80] it was derived that the characteristic relaxation time for a classical gas can be expressed as
where the parameter α coll denotes a geometry-dependent average number of collisions which is necessary to rethermalize the system after a collision,n represents the mean number density, σ el is the total elastic cross section, and v is the mean relative velocity. In Ref. [81] it was heuristically argued and experimentally confirmed that for quantum degenerate dipolar fermionic systems at low temperatures and parameter regimes considered here, the relaxation time can be modeled by a modified expression
which allows us to calculate it self-consistently, hence the subscript SC. In the above equation, η stands for a Pauli suppression factor, which represents the reduction of the rethermalization rate in a degenerate Fermi gas due to Pauli blocking, and amounts to η = 1 for non-degenerate gases. The Pauli suppression factor depends on the degeneration level of fermions and is usually expressed as a function of the dimensionless temperature T /T F , where T denotes the temperature and T F is the Fermi temperature for the corresponding system.
In the considered case, the mean number density is given byn = N/V (t), where the volume V (t) of the Fermi gas increases during the TOF expansion according to
The total elastic cross section σ el is universally related to the dipole moment of fermions [67] according to
where a dd = C dd M/8π 2 represents a characteristic dipole length. The mean relative velocity v is given by
For the parameters of the experiment [39] with atomic 167 Er used throughout this paper, the universal dipolar scattering theory [81] predicts the total elastic cross section value σ el = 1.8 × 10 −12 cm 2 , which agrees with the value measured in reference [16] . The temperature of the system was set to T /T F = 0.18, with T F = 1.1 µK, which yields the Pauli suppression factor η = 0.3 [81] , as well as the mean relative velocity v according to Eq. (40) . To completely fix all parameters which are necessary for a self-consistent determination of the relaxation time with Eq. (37), we still need to take the appropriate value of the number of collisions α coll for the given geometry, i.e., for the given angle β from reference [81] . Figure 10 (a) shows the corresponding aspect ratios in real and momentum space for 167 Er during TOF expansion for β = 0
• , for which the average number of collisions to rethermalize is α coll = 3.2 [81] . The red upper solid and dashed line in Fig. 10 (a) are obtained by numerically solving Eqs. (21) and (22), with the relaxation time determined self-consistently through Eq. (37) . In the same plot we also see for the sake of comparison the results for the collisionless regime in terms of the blue lower solid and dashed line. The difference between the corresponding lines is less than 0.1%, which is certainly within the experimental error bars, and confirms that the system is indeed very close to the collisionless regime, as assumed in reference [39] . However, systems with a stronger DDI can easily reach the collisional regime, where a finite value for the relaxation time has to be taken into account. In order to demonstrate this, we analyze the TOF expansion of a 40 K 87 Rb dipolar Fermi gas [55] , whose relative dipolar interaction strength is ǫ dd = 0.97, compared to ǫ dd = 0.15 for 167 Er (see Table II ). Polar molecules have generically stronger electric dipole moments in comparison with the magnetic dipole moments of atoms, which is expected to yield a sensible difference in the respective aspect ratios.
In Fig. 10(b) we show the TOF expansion dynamics for 40 K 87 Rb for the same number of fermions and trap frequencies as in reference [39] . The temperature of the system is assumed to be T = 350 nK = 0.3 T F , as in reference [55] , which yields the Pauli suppression factor η = 0.5 [81] . The total elastic cross section according to Eq. (39) in this case is σ el = 9.6 × 10 −11 cm 2 , in agreement with the results of reference [67] . The average number of collisions to rethermalize is again taken to be α coll = 3.2 for β = 0
• [81] . The difference between the aspect ratios calculated using the self-consistently determined relaxation time and those calculated assuming that the system is in the collisionless regime are here around 10%, which could be clearly observed in future experiments. Furthermore, for polar molecules with a stronger DDI the differences are expected to be even more pronounced. Thus in experiments with such systems the relaxation time must be taken into account, for instance through the self-consistent approach presented FIG. 11 . Self-consistently determined relaxation time (37) as function of TOF t for ultracold Fermi gas of 167 Er (red dashed line) and 40 K 87 Rb (blue solid line) for β = 0
• . The collisionless regime is achieved forωτSC ≫ 1.
here. We also note that the asymptotic values of aspect ratios in real and momentum space turn out to be again the same, as was already the case in the collisionless and in the hydrodynamic regime. Figure 11 shows the resulting time dependence of the self-consistently determined relaxation time during TOF expansion for both analyzed species, i.e., 167 Er (red dashed line) and 40 K 87 Rb (blue solid line). As we can see, for an atomic gas of 167 Er the relaxation time satisfies the conditionωτ SC ≫ 1 right from the beginning, which further justifies the previous conclusion that the system is always in the collisionless regime [39] . For a molecular gas of 40 K 87 Rb, however, this condition is satisfied only after 1-2 ms, so initially the system is in the collisional regime. Furthermore, we recognize that the relaxation time increases quite fast, namely faster than exponential, as we can see from the log-log plot of Fig. 11 . Thus, the approximation of Sec. V C with a fixed relaxation time would clearly not be suitable, and a self-consistent approach as presented here is indispensable. To summarize our results for the aspect ratios during the TOF expansion in the collisional regime with self-consistently determined relaxation time, in Fig. 12 we combine our results for the time dependence of aspect ratios in real space A R for β = 0
• for 167 Er from Fig. 10(a) and 40 K 87 Rb from Fig. 10(b) with the results for three other considered dipolar fermionic species from Table II . We see that increasing relative dipolar interaction strength leads to increasing aspect ratios after long TOF. While for 53 Cr, 167 Er, and 161 Dy asymptotic values of A R are just few percent over 1, for 40 K 87 Rb we obtain a value of about 1.26, and for 167 Er 168 Er about 1.48.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have explored the properties of trapped dipolar Fermi gases at zero temperature in global equilibrium, as well as their dynamics during TOF expansion by using the Boltzmann-Vlasov formalism in the relaxation-time approximation for the collision integral. We have studied the aspect ratios of the fermionic cloud in real and momentum space, including the deformation of the Fermi sphere due to the presence of the dipoledipole interaction. In particular, we have extended the existing theoretical models such that we could describe all experimentally relevant regimes: collisionless, collisional, and hydrodynamic.
The obtained results for the global equilibrium and the TOF expansion aspect ratios in the collisionless regime are in excellent agreement with experimental results of reference [39] . In the collisional regime we have introduced an approach for self-consistently determining the relaxation time, which allows a detailed modeling of the global equilibrium and the TOF expansion in cases when the collision integral cannot be neglected. We have also shown that a strong dipole-dipole interaction, available for some experimentally accessible ultracold Fermi species, could place the system into the collisional regime, which requires to use a self-consistent determination of the relaxation time presented here. Furthermore, we find that in the collisional regime the TOF dynamics can be accurately studied only if the nonballistic expansion is used, and the dipole-dipole interaction is properly taken into account not only to calculate the ground state, but also during the whole TOF. Therefore, the obtained theoretical results are relevant for designing future experiments with strongly dipolar Fermi gases, for identifying results of the corresponding TOF measurements, and for identifying effects of dipole-dipole interaction in general.
For future work, it would be of interest to go beyond Refs. [80, 81] and derive more accurate results for the relaxation time from first principles. This would amount to linearizing the BV equation and treating the linearization with the rescaling technique introduced in Ref. [77] . Furthermore, the approach developed here, based on the relaxation-time approximation for the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation, can also be applied to other fields of physics. The examples include nuclear physics, such as a study of viscosity of the quark-gluon plasma [82, 83] and ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions [84] , as well as plasma physics [85] , where, e.g., transient regimes of degenerate electrons can be studied using the relaxation-time approximation [86] . r x sin α, r z ). After a straightforward but tedious calculation we get 
and finally the aspect ratio (A4) is given by
Note that in the Innsbruck experiment [39] the angle α had the value α = 28
Appendix B: Aspect ratio in momentum space
In order to describe effects of the DDI on the Fermi surface, we use an aspect ratio in momentum space, which is defined similarly as the aspect ratio in real space. First, we calculate the particle density in momentum space n(k, t) from the Wigner quasiprobabilitydistribution function,
